By BUS (Bound for Kyoto Station)

"Kyoto Research Park 4 Go-Kan Mae" Bus Stop
Keihan Kyoto Kotsu Bus
Departure time 17:45, 18:29

“Kyoto Research Park Mae” Bus Stop
Kyoto City Bus Route No. 75, 73
Departure time 17:31, 17:35, 17:51, 18:11, 18:15
Keihan Kyoto Kotsu Bus
Departure time 17:37, 17:59, 18:22

Arrival at Kyoto station, Drop off area (marked on Red).
Down the stairs and walk to Kyoto Tower underground entrance.

By JR (Bound for Kyoto Station)
Tanbaguchi station
Departure time 17:32, 17:45, 18:00, 18:16, 18:32

Arrival at Kyoto station, go to Central gate.
You will find the light-house like Kyoto Tower.
Walk through bus stop area and traffic.